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Abstract
Humans exhibit complex arithmetic skills, often attributed to the exceptional enlargement of neocortical
regions during evolution. However, the past decade has provided ample evidence that the functional
domain of the subcortex extend well beyond basic functions. Using a sensitive behavioral method, for the
�rst time, we explored the contributions of lower-order visual monocular channels to symbolic arithmetic
operations, addition and subtraction. The pattern of results from 4 different experiments provides
converging evidence for a causal relation between mental arithmetic and primitive subcortical regions.
The results have major implications for our understanding of the neuroevolutionary development of
general numerical abilities–subcortical regions, which are shared across different species, are essential
to complex numerical operations. In a bigger conceptual framework, these �ndings and others call for a
shift from the modal view of the exclusive role of the neocortex in high-level cognition to a view that
emphasizes the interplay between subcortical and cortical brain networks.

Introduction
Humans exhibit exclusive complex arithmetic abilities, which are often attributed to the exceptional
enlargement of humans’ neocortical regions during evolution. Scienti�c investigations that examine
arithmetic reasoning tasks have long emphasized the importance of neocortical regions. Yet, subcortical
regions have been overlooked and even neglected by the neuroscienti�c literature in general, and by most
studies that examine arithmetic behaviors in particular. Hence, the possible involvement of primitive
subcortical regions, which are shared across different species, remains an open question. To examine
this question, we explored whether lower visual channels (subcortical and V1 regions) have a functional
role in humans’ arithmetic reasoning (calculation and comparison processes).

Most studies have demonstrated the involvement of fronto-parietal1–7 neocortical regions in arithmetic
abilities. Meta-analyses of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies demonstrated activity
of neocortical regions such as the inferior parietal lobule and prefrontal cortices during arithmetic
calculations7. Developmental neuroimaging studies indicated that over the course of childhood, children
develop numerical skills (e.g., increasingly precise representations of numerical values). Interestingly, the
intraparietal sulcus has a developmental trajectory that is a key neural correlate of numerical cognition8.
Recent studies, using different methods such as primate neurophysiology, developmental
neuropsychology, and human neuroimaging, indicate that numerical abilities in general (both symbolic
and nonsymbolic) have a neocortical substrate involving prefrontal and parietal regions4. One of the
most in�uential models of number-related processes – the Triple Code model3 – suggests that numerical
information is represented mainly by the neocortex.

To conclude, due to the fact that symbolic arithmetic is a cultural product and a high-level cognitive
function, and in accordance with the complexity of arithmetic calculations, the literature has long
emphasized the involvement of mostly neocortical regions in symbolic arithmetic. It appears that areas
of the neocortex play a critical role in humans’ arithmetic abilities. However, as in the case of many other
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high-level cognitive functions9–14, humans’ arithmetic abilities might be based on evolutionarily ancient
brain circuits.

While the literature provides sophisticated models for the involvement of cortical networks in cognition,
scienti�c investigations have long overlooked subcortical regions, and their functional role in cognition is
still unknown. The neuroscienti�c literature underrepresents subcortical mechanisms, likely due to a
“corticocentric bias” that overemphasizes the role of cortical regions in cognition. This overlooking of
subcortical regions was previously noted and demonstrated in a review by Parvizi15, who coined the term
“corticocentric” to describe the conceptual bias that masks the possibility that “higher” functions might
also depend on “lower” structures, and thus generates negative implications for subcortical regions in
current cognitive neuroscience research. In his paper, Parvizi suggested that some neuroscienti�c
methods suffer from a bias of overemphasizing cortical involvement in cognitive processes. Several
methods such as electroencephalography, magnetoencephalography, near-infrared spectroscopy, optical
imaging, and transcranial magnetic stimulation cannot be used to unravel the possible role of subcortical
structures. In addition, in clinical neuroscience, studies examining patients with neurological and
psychiatric disorders are mainly focused on the involvement of cortical regions15. In addition to Parvizi’s
claims regarding a methodological bias, one of the most commonly used method for exploring the neural
substrates of cognition also suffers from a “corticocentric” tendency. Although fMRI studies provided us
insights regarding the potential involvement of subcortical regions, one methodological limitation of fMRI
is its reduced ability to detect activations in subcortical structures16. Not only are many of the structures
quite small, but scanning protocols are rarely optimized for detecting subcortical activation. Hence, most
fMRI studies are prone to overemphasizing the cortex involvement in cognitive processes. To summarize,
the different methods used for studying neural substrates of cognition in general and arithmetic in
particular are focused mainly on the neocortex and are limited in their ability to infer the possible
involvement of primitive subcortical mechanisms.

In addition to the “corticocentric” bias, from an evolutionary perspective, brain organization is subject to
strong anatomical and connectional constraints, inherited from evolution, under which new abilities �nd
their “neuronal niche,” i.e., a set of circuits that are su�ciently close to the required function17. When an
evolutionarily novel function (e.g., symbolic arithmetic) invades an older one (e.g., basic numerical
abilities), its prior neural constraints might exert a powerful in�uence on brain organization. Humans
rapidly enumerate collections of objects, add them, and compare their numerosity. It was suggested that
these basic abilities underlie our comprehension of symbolic numerals such as Arabic numerals18. Our
ability to comprehend and represent symbolic numerals is fundamental for the emergence of more
advanced mathematical abilities. For example, research has found that an intuitive number sense, which
is an elementary form of numerical intuition (an intuitive understanding of numbers, their magnitude, and
relationships), can be used to predict subsequent mathematical scores at school, and hence it has been
suggested that number sense is a building block of later mathematical ability19.
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Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that during evolution, numerical abilities were necessary for
survival in an ever-changing environment. Indeed, even simple organisms, which possess only
rudimentary neural substrates (e.g., �sh, anurans, honeybees, parrots, spiders), have nonsymbolic and
symbolic numerical abilities such as discriminating larger quantities, distinguishing between ratios,
identifying and serially ordering Arabic numerals, and more20–25. Most pertinent to the present study,
using a stereoscope, a recent study26 demonstrated the involvement of monocular subcortical regions in
discriminating numerosity in larger ratios (4:1 or 3:1), but not in smaller ones (2:1) nor in Arabic numeral
comparison tasks. This recent �nding is limited to basic numerical discrimination abilities, such as the
rudimentary and nonsymbolic skills exhibited by infants, which do not involve symbolic computations.
Although humans’ arithmetic abilities may be phylogenetically novel, it is possible that primitive
subcortical regions may serve as a phylogenetic bridge to these higher arithmetic abilities.

To summarize, simple organisms, which are evolutionarily distinct from humans and do not have
humans’ developed neocortical regions, do nevertheless possess numerical abilities that enable them to
survive through evolution. The primitive subcortical regions that humans share with different species are
involved in basic numerical abilities, and such rudimentary skills are fundamental for the emergence of
more advanced arithmetic abilities. Hence, the outstanding question is whether these primitive
subcortical brain regions are involved not only in rudimentary nonsymbolic numerical skills, but also in
complex symbolic arithmetic calculations. The present study will explore if the origins of human complex
arithmetic abilities might be founded upon evolutionarily ancient brain circuits.

In order to explore the contribution of subcortical regions to arithmetic abilities, we used a psychophysical
method that allows one to differentiate between higher (mostly neocortical) and lower (mostly
subcortical) visual channels’ involvement. Visual input is monocularly segregated until it reaches striate
and extrastriate regions27,28. Thus, subcortical visual channels are monocularly segregated while higher
cortical visual channels are mostly insensitive to the eye-of-origin of the visual information. As such,
dividing the visual input between the eyes is a manipulation that in�uences mostly subcortical brain
regions (V1 and lower visual channels). If these regions are functionally involved in a speci�c cognitive
task, then dividing the visual information between them will affect the performance in this task. By using
a stereoscope, one can present different visual information to each eye separately, thereby dissociating
the contribution of monocular (mostly subcortical) versus binocular (mostly cortical) visual channels in
different cognitive processes10,29,30. If monocular channels have a functional role in a cognitive process,
then segregating the visual information to different eyes should affect performance.

The present study challenges the scienti�c view that argues for the exclusive involvement of neocortical
regions in arithmetic calculations. Speci�cally, we argue that humans’ lower visual channels (subcortical
and V1 regions) not only passively channel information, but also have a functional role in symbolic
arithmetic calculations. In all the experiments, we use a stereoscope (Fig. 1) to examine whether
monocular channels can modulate the performance of multi-digit subtraction and addition calculations.
The task employed in our experiments, that of evaluating whether a presented equation is correct or
incorrect (e.g., 9–4 – 2 = 3), involves two separate processes. One is to calculate the arithmetic problem
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on the left-hand side of the equal sign. The other is to compare the solution of the arithmetic problem to
the number presented on the right-hand side of the equal sign. In order to examine the contribution of
monocular channels to the calculation vs. comparison processes, we manipulated the eye to which the
different numbers in an equation were presented (the “eye-of-origin manipulation”). In one condition, the
arithmetic problem (i.e., the numbers on the left-hand side of the equal sign) and the solution (i.e., the
number on the right-hand side) were both presented to the same eye (the “All in one-eye” condition; see
Panel A of Fig. 2). In a second condition, the arithmetic problem and the solution were each presented to
a different eye (the “Solution to a different-eye” condition; see Panel B of Fig. 2). In a third condition, one
of the numbers in the arithmetic problem was presented to a different eye than the other numbers in the
equation (“Computational term split” condition; see Panel C of Fig. 2). If monocular channels are involved
in the calculation process, then performance should be hampered in the “Computational term split”
condition compared to the other conditions. If monocular channels are involved in the comparison
process, then performance should be hampered in the “Solution to a different-eye” condition compared to
the “all in one-eye” condition.

In Experiment 1, participants performed a veri�cation task in which they were asked to evaluate equations
composed of an arithmetic problem of three numbers (united by subtraction or addition operators) and a
solution (e.g., 9–5 – 3 = 1) as either correct or incorrect. The equations were displayed in one of the three
eye-of-origin conditions described above: (i) All in one-eye or (ii) Solution to a different-eye or (iii)
Computational term split. Before each experiment, the stereoscope apparatus was calibrated for each
participant individually to ensure the perceptual fusion of the images presented in all the conditions. In
Experiment 2, in order to examine the in�uence of the typical visual presentation (which might involve
memory-based and perceptual processes), the equations were presented in vertical alignment (from top
to bottom) instead of the canonical horizontal alignment. In Experiments 1 and 2, we also manipulated
the incorrect answers’ distance from the correct answer since responding to an answer at a small
distance from the correct answer requires exact calculation, whereas responding to an answer at a bigger
distance relies on rough estimation to some extent. As different operators (e.g., subtraction and addition)
may involve different brain regions7,31 we examined the involvement of monocular channels both in
addition and subtraction abilities.

In Experiment 3, we replaced the solution with a second arithmetic problem, which requires a calculation
of its own (e.g., 6 + 3 = 4 + 5), in order to examine whether each monocular channel can be involved in a
different calculation process independently. Finally, in Experiment 4 we explored the limits of the
involvement of monocular channels in arithmetic calculations. As subcortical regions are relatively
primitive brain regions, we hypothesized that the involvement of the even more complex and
evolutionarily later decimal system in arithmetic calculations would limit the usefulness of subcortical
regions. Hence, we examined the in�uence of the eye-of-origin manipulation in equations that involve the
decimal system, which include double-digit numbers that might require even more complex arithmetic
abilities (e.g., 60–2 – 7 = 51).
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Methods
Participants

One hundred forty-three students (109 female, mean age = 22.98) participated in 4 experiments for
payment or course credit: 45 participants in Experiment 1, 33 participants in Experiment 2, 33 participants
in Experiment 3, 32 participants in Experiment 4. We conducted a power analysis using G*Power 3.1 32 to
assess the sample size required for testing our eye-of-origin effects. As far as we know, there are no
previous studies that used a similar stereoscopic manipulation in arithmetic processes. Hence, we
examined previous studies that used a stereoscopic manipulation to examine different cognitive abilities
(i.e., attention and numerical abilities), or studies that examine arithmetic abilities but without the
stereoscopic manipulation. Previous studies that have used a similar stereoscopic manipulation revealed

small to medium effect sizes(e.g., Saban, Gabay, et al., 2017,  =.08; Collins et al., 2017,  =.01). Hence,

in a strict manner, a small effect size was expected in the present experiments ( =.01). Given the lowest
observed correlation between repeated sample in the current set of experiments (r=.95), the analysis
revealed that for a power = 90% with α = .05, we would need 28 participants. Therefore, the sample sizes
of the present studies (i.e., minimum 32) were su�ciently powered. In addition, our sample size in each
experiment was in accordance with previous studies in the �eld of arithmetic6,26,34, that is, with the same
or a lower sample size in previous studies (sample between 17-31). Finally, a sensitivity analysis of the
critical comparisons in our experiments revealed that the sample sizes (>31) were su�ciently sensitive to

detect small effects (  >.008) with 90% power.

                   In all experiments, participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of
attention de�cit or learning disabilities, average RTs of correct responses (>90% of all trials) in each task
were calculated, participants were excluded from the analyses if they performed worse than chance level
( 50% accuracy rate; less than 5% of all participants), and trials in which RTs were very low or very high
were excluded (RT<200ms & RT>5000ms; less than 5% of all trials). The study was approved by the
University of Haifa ethics committee and the experiments were performed in accordance with relevant
guidelines and regulations. Informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Procedures

A similar procedure was used in all the experiments. In Experiment 1, each experimental trial began with a
�xation rectangle appearing for 1 sec to both eyes. Afterwards, an equation consisting of three single-
digit numbers on the left-hand side of the equal sign and the solution on the right-hand side were
presented for 5 sec or until response. The participants completed a veri�cation task, in which they were
instructed to press the “B” button if the equation was correct and the “N” button if the equation was
incorrect as quickly and as accurately as they could. In Experiments 1 and 2, we manipulated the
incorrect answers’ distance from the correct answer since responding to an equation with a small
distance requires exact calculation, whereas responding to an equation with a bigger distance relies on
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rough estimation to some extent (addition: 0,2,4 distances; subtraction: 0,1,3 distances). Each equation
was matched with one correct solution and one incorrect solution. The equations were displayed in three
eye-of-origin conditions: (i) all in one-eye: the arithmetic problem (i.e., the three single-digit numbers on
the left-hand side of the equal sign) and the solution were displayed to the same eye; (ii) solution to a
different-eye: the arithmetic problem and the solution were each displayed to a different eye; (iii)
Computational term split: one of the three numbers of the arithmetic problem  was displayed to one eye
and the other two numbers and the solution were displayed to the other eye. In the third condition, the
digit that was presented to a different eye was equally chosen for all three possible locations. The
experiment consisted of two blocks, one containing addition equations and one containing subtraction
equations, which were presented in a random and counterbalanced design. After the participant
responded, the equation disappeared for 2 sec. This was followed by the presentation of the blank
rectangles for 1 sec before the beginning of the next trial (ITI). Participants completed 16 practice trials in
each block (one block for addition and one block for subtraction) and each participant completed 192
experimental trials in each block (for a total of 416 trials). The trials were randomly presented and
counterbalanced for distance, eye-of-origin, and operator. The stereoscope apparatus was calibrated for
each participant individually to ensure perceptual fusion of the images presented in all the conditions. To
preclude any confounding effect of perceptual differences between the eye-of-origin conditions and to
determine whether participants experienced a well-fused percept in all the conditions, we conducted two
tests before the experiment began. First, we asked participants whether they saw a single rectangle or two
overlapping rectangles when looking through the stereoscope (note that two rectangles were presented
throughout the task, one to each eye, and all stimuli were presented inside those rectangles). If
participants reported seeing two overlapping rectangles the stereoscope was calibrated in order to
achieve a fused percept of a single rectangle. Second, participants were also instructed to close one eye
(this was done for each eye separately) and asked if they saw a full rectangle (to make sure that the
visual display was full for each eye separately). If participants reported seeing only a part of the
rectangle, the stereoscope was recalibrated. These tests assured us that the percept was well fused
during the task, in all the eye-of-origin conditions.

Experiment 1
Results

In Experiment 1, we carried out a three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with condition (All in one-eye,
Solution to a different-eye, Computational term split), operator (addition, subtraction), and distance (zero,
small, big) as within-subject factors, and reaction time (RT) as the dependent variable. 

Since in some comparisons we predicted the null hypothesis (no difference between the “Solution to a
different-eye” and the “All in one-eye” conditions), we also calculated Bayes factors (BF10).
The BF10 provides information about the ratio between the strength of evidence of the alternative
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hypothesis (quanti�ed in the BF numerator) and the strength of evidence of the null hypothesis
(quanti�ed in the BF denominator)35. BF10 over 3 suggest that the analysis supports (medium and above)
H1. By contrast, BF01 over 3 indicate support for the null hypothesis. The BFs were calculated using JASP
(https://jasp-stats) with the default Cauchy prior (.707).

                  The main effects of eye-of-origin, operator, and distance were signi�cant (F(2,88)=9.03,

p<.001,   =.17; F(1,44)=48.26, p<.001,  =.52; F(2,88)=77.77, p<.001, =.64, respectively). Most
importantly, in order to examine the contribution of monocular visual channels to the arithmetic
calculation process, we compared the Computational term split condition, in which one of the numbers
was presented to a different monocular channel, to the two conditions in which the entire arithmetic
problem was presented to a single monocular channel. Follow-up planned comparisons analyses of the
eye-of-origin effect revealed that the RT was signi�cantly slower in the Computational term split

condition, compared with the average of the two other conditions (F(1,44)=13.17, p<.001, =.23; Fig. 3),

which were not signi�cantly different from one another[1] (F(1,44)=1.74, p=.19, =.04, BF01=2.75). RT
was signi�cantly faster when the solution was presented to a different eye compared to the

Computational term split condition (F(1,44)=10.47, p=.002,   =.19, BF10=28). In addition, RT was
signi�cantly faster in the All in one-eye condition compared to the Computational term split condition
(F(1,44)=11.90, p<.001). The pattern of results demonstrates that presenting one number of the
arithmetic problem (on the left-hand side of the equation) to a different eye than the rest of the numbers
delays performance, which suggests that monocular channels have a functional role in the calculation
process.

                  Additionally, the two-way interactions between eye-of-origin and operator and the two-way
interaction between eye-of-origin and distance were not signi�cant (F(2,88)=1.12, p>.25; F(4,176)=.14,
p>.25, respectively). However, the interaction between operator and distance was signi�cant

(F(2,88)=4.98, p=.008,   =.10). Further analyses revealed that there is a bigger difference between
subtraction and addition at a big distance compared with the averaged zero and small distances
(F(1,44)=7.68, p=.008). Zero and small distances were not signi�cantly different from one another
(F(1,44)=.95, p>.25). The three-way interaction was not signi�cant (F(4,176)=.68, p>.25).

                  To conclude, these �ndings suggest that monocular channels have a functional role in the
calculation process, yet there is no evidence for its involvement in the comparison process.

[1] The accuracy pattern of results did not indicate a speed-accuracy tradeoff (93%, 92.7%, 92.9% in the:
computational term split, solution to a different-eye and the all in one-eye conditions, respectively).

Experiment 2
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Results

In Experiment 1, the pattern of results demonstrated that lower monocular channels have a functional
role in symbolic multi-digit arithmetic calculations. The lack of difference in performance between the
solution to a different-eye condition and the all in one-eye condition indicates that monocular channels
are not involved in the comparison process. 

                  When acquiring arithmetic skills, children mostly encounter mathematical equations presented
horizontally (from left to right). In order to examine the in�uence of this typical visual presentation (which
might involve memory-based and perceptual processes), and to dissociate it from more pure and abstract
arithmetic calculation abilities, in Experiment 2 the mathematical equations were presented in a less
canonical, vertical alignment (from top to bottom). Other than that, Experiment 2 was identical to
Experiment 1.

                  We carried out the same analyses as in Experiment 1. The pattern of results in this experiment
replicated the pattern observed in Experiment 1. As before, the main effects of eye-of-origin, operator, and

distance were signi�cant (F(2,64)=3.17, p=.04,  =.09; F(1,32)=25.18, p<.001,  =.44; F(2,64)=54.78,

p<.001, =.63, respectively). Most importantly, follow-up planned comparisons analyses of the eye-of-
origin effect revealed that the RT was signi�cantly slower when one of the numbers in the arithmetic
problem was presented to a different eye compared with the average of the two other conditions

(F(1,32)=9.38, p=.004, =.22; see Fig. 4), which were not signi�cantly different from one another[1]
(F(1,32)=.24, p>.25, BF01=4.8). When the solution was presented to different eye, RT was signi�cantly
faster than when one of the numbers of the arithmetic problem was presented to different

eye (F(1,32)=6.16, p=.01,   =.16, BF10=5.15). Similarly, RT was signi�cantly faster in the All in one-eye

condition compared to the Computational term split condition (F(1,32)=5.34, p=.02,   =.14).

                  In addition, the two-way interaction between eye-of-origin and operator and the interaction
between eye-of-origin and distance were not signi�cant (F(2,64)=.10, p>.25; F(4,128)=1.46, p=.21,

respectively). The operator and distance interaction was signi�cant (F(2,64)=13.64, p<.001,   =.29).
Further analyses indicated a bigger difference between subtraction and addition at a big distance
compared with the averaged zero and small distances (F(1,32)=21.08, p<.001), which were signi�cantly
different from one another (F(1,32)=7.00, p=.01). The three-way interaction was not signi�cant
(F(4,128)=.15, p>.25).

                  To conclude, replicating the pattern of results of Experiment 1, the current experiment also
demonstrated that the Computational term split condition delays performance. This was evident even
though equations were presented in vertical alignment, reducing the possible in�uence of other cognitive
processes that might facilitate the veri�cation of equations (e.g., memory-based and perceptual
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processes that might be involved in basic pattern recognition). This allows one to dissociate pattern
recognition processes from pure and symbolic arithmetic calculation abilities.

[1] The accuracy pattern of results did not indicate a speed-accuracy tradeoff (96.3%, 95.7%, 95.8% in the:
computational term split, solution to a different eye, and all digits to the same eye conditions,
respectively).

Experiment 3
Results

In Experiment 3, we wanted to examine whether each monocular channel can be involved in a different
calculation process independently. We examined this by presenting equations in which a calculation was
required on both sides of the equal sign. If each monocular channel can act on its own, and be involved in
a different calculation independently, performance should not deteriorate when each eye is presented
with a different calculation. If there is an interaction between the two monocular channels, performance
should be impaired in this condition. In both cases, we expected to replicate our previous �ndings, and to
observe delayed performance in conditions in which one of the numbers (on either the left- or right-hand
side of the equation) is presented to a different monocular channel.      

In order to examine whether each monocular channel can be involved in a different calculation process
independently, in Experiment 3 the solution component of the equation (which appears on the right-hand
side of the equation) was replaced with an arithmetic problem requiring a calculation (e.g., 6 + 3 = 4 +
5). Arithmetic performance in four eye-of-origin conditions was then compared: (i) all in one-eye; (ii) each
problem in a different-eye; (iii) left-hand computational term split (LHCTS), in which a number from the
left-hand side of the equation was presented to a different eye; (iv) right-hand computational term split
(RHCTS), in which a number from the right-hand side of the equation was presented to a different eye
(see Fig. 5). Since distance did not interact with eye-of-origin in the �rst two experiments, distance was
not examined in Experiment 3. 

We carried out a two-way ANOVA with condition (All in one-eye, Each problem in a different-eye, LHCTS,
RHCTS) and operator (addition, subtraction) as within-subject factors, and RT as the dependent variable.

Most importantly, as in the previous experiment, the main effect of eye-of-origin was signi�cant

(F(3,96)=3.35, p=.02,   =.09). The main effect of operator and the interaction between eye-of-origin and
operator were not signi�cant (F(1,32)=.90, p>.25; F(3,96)=1.56, p=.20, respectively). Follow-up planned
comparisons analyses of the eye-of-origin effect revealed that the average RTs in the conditions in which
one of the numbers was presented to a different eye (LHCTS and RHCTS) were signi�cantly slower
compared with the average of the two other conditions (all in one-eye and each problem in a different-eye;

F(1,32)=8.29, p=.007,  =.20, BF10=11.71; see Fig. 6). Further analyses revealed that the comparison
between LHCTS and RHCTS was not signi�cant (F(1,32)=.65, p>.25, BF01=3.97). Similarly, the
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comparison between the all in one-eye condition and the each equation in a different-eye condition was
also not signi�cant (F(1,32)=.02, p>.25, BF01=5.32). 

To conclude, the pattern of results replicated the effects found in Experiments 1 and 2. In addition, when
one of the numbers in an arithmetic problem was presented to a different eye, performance was
hampered compared with the other two conditions. There was no difference between the condition in
which the complete equation was presented to a single eye (which included both arithmetic problems)
and the condition in which each eye was presented with a different arithmetic problem. These results
suggest that each monocular channel can be involved in a different calculation process simultaneously,
such that their functional role in calculation is independent.

Experiment 4
Results

In Experiment 4, as subcortical regions are primitive brain regions, it is possible that when more
computational power is required neocortical networks get more involved in solving the problems. Hence,
in Experiment 4, we examined whether monocular channels are also involved in performing more
complex arithmetic calculations that involve two-digit numbers. In Experiment 4 the calculated sums were
higher (sums of 20-99) than in all other experiments making the computational demands much
higher36,37. This is in line with the problem-size effect, that is the increase in response times with the size
of the operands38,39. This was done by exploring whether the eye-of-origin manipulation in�uences
performance in solving equations whose �rst (left-most) number is a multiple of 10 ranging between 10
and 90 (e.g., 60 + 3 + 5 = 68). Here we predict a lack of eye-of-origin effect since a greater reliance on
neocortical involvement is expected. 

As in Experiments 1 and 2, we carried out a two-way ANOVA with condition (All in one-eye, Solution to a
different-eye, Computational term split) and operator (addition, subtraction) as within-subject factors, and
RT as the dependent variable. Unlike in the previous experiments, the main effect of eye-of-origin was not

signi�cant (F(2,62)=.47, p>.25;   =.05, BF10=.14; see Fig. 7). The main effect of operator was signi�cant

(F(1,31)=32.79, p<.001,   =.51), indicating that RT was faster in addition than in subtraction. The eye-of-
origin and operator interaction was not signi�cant (F(2,62)=1.19, p>.25).

                  To conclude, the pattern of results demonstrated that the eye-of-origin manipulation does not
modulate performance in solving double-digit complex arithmetic problems. This pattern of results does
not provide evidence for the functional involvement of monocular channels in solving double-digit
equations, in contrast to simpler single-digit arithmetic calculations.  

Discussion
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To date, the literature has emphasized the role of humans’ neocortical regions in arithmetic abilities.
However, very little is known about the neuroevolutionary development of numerical abilities. A central
question addressed by the present study is whether evolutionarily primitive mechanisms and neural
substrates are involved in humans’ arithmetic abilities. 

The pattern of results arising from our experiments provides evidence for the notion that primitive
subcortical regions have a functional role in the performance of symbolic arithmetic calculations.
Humans’ primitive subcortical regions are involved in basic numerical abilities26, and such rudimentary
skills are the building blocks of more advanced arithmetic abilities18. In contrast to most of the literature,
our �ndings lend support to the claim that primitive subcortical brain regions that are shared by different
species are involved not only in rudimentary numerical skills, but also in arithmetic calculations. The
results suggest that neocortical regions are not the only parts of the human brain that are involved in
arithmetic, and that a cortico-subcortical loop may supports arithmetic calculations. 

Indeed, although most previous literature emphasized the involvement of cortical regions, some studies
do support the hypothesis that subcortical regions have a role in general arithmetic processes40–42.
These studies have demonstrated the relation between subcortical regions (e.g., basal ganglia, thalamus)
and general arithmetic processes. Interestingly, one study has showed that stimulation of the thalamus
impaired arithmetic processes, and in particular, calculation involving lower numbers. This previous result
is in line with our results of Experiment 4 which suggest that the role of subcortical regions is limited to
solving lower numbers equations. However, note that all of the above studies have demonstrated the
relation between subcortical regions and general arithmetic processes, but none of them, have
demonstrated a direct causal role of subcortical regions speci�cally in arithmetic calculation. In addition,
previous studies did not dissociate between different processes involved in solving arithmetic problems
such as perceptual, memory retrieval, and comparison processes. In three different experiments, using
sensitive-behavioral manipulation, the current pattern of results demonstrated the role of lower visual
channels speci�cally in calculation, and not in other general arithmetic processes.

The current study �ndings also converge with others which imply that cultural constructions are
grounded upon evolutionarily ancient representations, such as space and number 18,43. In accordance
with previous literature 43,44, we suggest that the current fully developed numerical system of humans
may have been mediated by the use of more basic nonsymbolic processes (e.g., spatial abilities and
conceptual size). Using neurosurgical patients, a recent study has provided evidence of the involvement
of non-neocortical regions by demonstrating that single neurons in the human medial temporal lobe
encode symbolic and nonsymbolic numerical information45. In particular, the study found that
numerosity and abstract numerals are encoded by distinct neuronal populations in the medial temporal
lobe and suggested that representation of symbolic numerals may evolve from more basic numerosity
representations.

Some theoretical accounts even suggest the compositionality of number concepts (e.g., seven is
composed of other, smaller numbers). That is, the representation of numbers is itself an arithmetic (set-
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based) calculation46. Accordingly, the involvement of non-neocortical regions in the representation of
numbers suggests the involvement of those regions in a more fundamental form of arithmetic
calculations. In addition, conceptual size representation is necessary for an organism’s survival in an
ever-changing environment (e.g., the ability to determine a predator’s approximate size). Conceptual sizes
can thus be viewed as evolutionarily early measurement units of continuous numerical values. That is,
conceptual sizes carry long-term knowledge of an object’s size, regardless of the object’s actual retinal
size. Thus, they might be considered equivalent to numerals, which (symbolically) denote long-term
knowledge of speci�c quantities. In addition, recent data support the idea that the basic approximation
number system and higher symbolic numerical abilities are intrinsically linked47. Congenitally blind and
blindfolded sighted participants completed an auditory numerical approximation task and a symbolic
arithmetic task. It was found that the precision of approximate number representations was identical
across congenitally blind and sighted groups. This �nding suggests that the development of the
approximate number system does not depend on visual experience, and that the basic approximation
number system and the higher symbolic numerical abilities are strongly associated47. This proposal is
also in line with the recent �nding of numerosity representation in human subcortical regions26, which
indicates the involvement of evolutionarily primitive brain regions in humans’ basic numerical abilities. It
is noteworthy that the cited study did not �nd evidence for subcortical involvement in an Arabic numeral
comparison task. This result is in line with our �ndings of no subcortical involvement in Arabic numeral
comparison processes (as we found null effects for the solution to a different-eye condition vs. all in one-
eye condition), yet our results do demonstrate a speci�c subcortical involvement in computational
arithmetic processes. Finally, although the modal view in the literature suggests that consciousness is
encoded by neocortical regions and is necessary for arithmetic, �ndings have demonstrated that humans
can solve arithmetic equations nonconsciously48. 

To conclude, the present study pattern of results is in line with very recent studies that, in contrast to most
of the previous literature, have demonstrated the involvement of noncortical regions in symbolic spatial
abilities in humans and �sh (Saban et al., 2017; Saban et al., 2018), nonsymbolic and symbolic numerical
abilities in humans26,45,  and even symbolic numerical abilities in very simple organisms such as bees25.
Recently, using the stereoscopic manipulation, it was demonstrated that the subcortex has a causal role
in cognitive transfer of complex cognitive skills in humans13. Such cognitive transfer was found for both
novel �gural-spatial problems (near transfer) and novel subtraction problems (far transfer). These results
challenge the exclusive role of the cortex in cognitive transfer as was previously assumed. Most pertinent
for the current work, this recent �nding demonstrates the direct relations between spatial and arithmetic
abilities, but also converge with the notion that the subcortex functionally supports arithmetic13.

The present study extends previous literature by demonstrating that subcortical mechanisms support the
ability of humans to solve symbolic arithmetic equations. Although nonsymbolic numerical abilities
(such as approximation and conceptual size representation) and symbolic numerical abilities might be
phylogenetically and ontogenetically distinct, they might have been linked throughout human
development. From an evolutionary perspective, one possibility is that basic nonsymbolic numerical
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abilities may have served as basic units of present-day more formal and complex arithmetic abilities. It is
possible that subcortical regions might contribute to numerical representations (such as space and
conceptual size) and are used as evolutionary scaffolding for higher arithmetic abilities. We suggest that
in a larger conceptual framework, all these novel �ndings call for a signi�cant update of the modal view
of the exclusive role of neocortical mechanisms in higher cognitive functions.

The results have major implications for our understanding of the neuroevolutionary development of
numerical abilities. The current �ndings suggest a parsimonious explanation for higher numerical
abilities of different animals, despite their lack of neocortical structures similar to those that have been
suggested to support higher cognition in humans. Based on these and other results9,14,26,50–53 and on
evolutionary and developmental theories of the human brain54, we propose a general conceptual
framework, according to which Ubiquitous Neural Systems (UNS; e.g., subcortical regions) may have a
functional role in the development and evolution of cognition. According to this framework, since UNS
developed early in evolution, and have survived and remained functional up to the present, these systems
are essential for cognitive operations that enable organisms to adapt to an ever-changing environment.
UNS perform fundamental computations, with the neocortex using these computations to allow the
emergence of more complex cognitive abilities. Neocortical regions have access to UNS computations,
resulting in a dynamic network that allows more complex cognitive representations such as arithmetic.
This conceptual notion predicts that: 1) UNS are involved in the evolution and development of cognition,
and 2) UNS are involved in cognition in species that do not have fully developed cortex (e.g., �sh), and 3)
UNS are involved in cognitive abilities in the mature human brain even in what is considered “higher-
order” cognition, such as arithmetic. We term this conceptual framework the “UNS hypothesis.” We
propose that UNS, which are ubiquitous across the animal kingdom, enable cognitive operations essential
for the emergence of complex cognition (see also13). UNS can be reused and manipulated by neocortical
mechanisms, and jointly, novel skills can be developed during evolution.

It should be noted that perceptual differences, integration cost, binocular rivalry, and intraocular
suppression cannot fully explain the differences in performance observed between the eye-of-origin
conditions in the current experiments. First, to preclude any confounding effect of perceptual differences
between the eye-of-origin conditions and to determine whether participants experienced a well-fused
percept in all the conditions, the stereoscope apparatus was calibrated for each participant individually to
ensure perceptual fusion of the images presented in all the conditions (see Methods section for more
details). Second, both in the solution to a different-eye condition and in the computational term split
condition, one of the numbers in the equation was presented to a different eye. If presenting one number
to a different eye hampers performance, regardless of the involvement of a symbolic computational
process, performance should be impaired in the solution to a different-eye condition compared with the
all in one-eye condition. This was not case in all four experiments. Third, when looking at the
computational term split condition, there was no signi�cant difference between equations in which the
number presented to the different eye was from the �rst or third location. This indicates that the spatial
location of the number that was presented to the other eye cannot fully explain the �ndings. Lastly, the
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same perceptual factors are involved both in equations containing single-digit numbers and in equations
containing double-digit numbers. In Experiment 4, which included double-digit numbers, there was no
difference in performance between the eye-of-origin conditions (in contrast to Experiments 1–3),
indicating that the stereoscope manipulation by itself cannot account for the �ndings in the �rst three
experiments. Singly and collectively, the above-mentioned considerations render alternative,
nonnumerical explanations for the observed differences unlikely. 

It should also be noted that solving arithmetic equations might involve memory-based retrieval processes
and not only arithmetic calculations. However, the current pattern of results cannot be fully explained only
by memory processes. It is widely accepted that young children's performance on arithmetic tasks is
often based on counting or other procedural strategies, although some memory-retrieval processes can
be found for small problems such as 2 + 255. However, how we mentally represent and process basic
arithmetic such as 5 + 7 has been debated for over three decades56,57. While multiplication rely on
memory processes, subtraction and addition, as used in our experiments, are considered to rely more on
computational processes/arithmetic reasoning36,38,58. Several studies demonstrated that simple addition
of two-digits equations is not exclusively based on memory-retrieval and does require computational
processes38,59. This is also true for subtraction60. In addition, Sklar et al (2012) report that 3 term addition
and subtraction take roughly a 1000ms more than two-term addition/subtraction. This is highly indicative
of a computation. Accordingly, the arithmetic equations employed in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were
three-digit equations (e.g., 4+3+8=15). 

Indeed, we are unaware of any indications in the literature that such equations can be solved using
arithmetical fact retrieval alone. Hence, the possibility that memory retrieval processes could account for
the results of Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 is unlikely. Moreover, most of the equations used in
Experiment 1, Experiment 2, and Experiments 3 required double-digit complex arithmetic calculations
(e.g., sum of 18) which involves computational/arithmetic reasoning. Since solving three-digit equations
requires using computational processes, we believe that our �ndings re�ect the involvement of
subcortical regions in computationally demanding arithmetic reasoning processes. In addition, in
Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, both in the solution to a different-eye condition and in the computational
term split condition, one of the numbers in the equation was presented to a different eye. In both
conditions, presenting one number to a different eye should hamper memory processes to the same
extent. This was not evident in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, in which performance was hampered only
in the computational term split condition. Hence, the current pattern of results cannot be fully explained
only by memory-retrieval processes, and some computational processes should be involved. This
convergent evidence makes the memory explanation less plausible.

One remaining question is which speci�c lower visual region is involved in arithmetic abilities. The three
main candidates of the visual system are V1, thalamus, and the superior colliculus (SC), but the proposed
method and logic do not allow to localize the speci�c subcortical region involved in those abilities.
However,   recent studies have suggested the involvement of the SC in symbolic spatial abilities in
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humans10 and �sh51, and even in numerical processes26. It is possible that the SC is also involved in
more complex symbolic arithmetic processes. Even when V1 is not activated, visual input from the SC
can activate the dorsal visual stream61,62. The direct connection of the SC to parietal regions supports a
functional relationship between these regions and may suggest the SC as a favorite candidate through
which subcortical regions are involved in arithmetic calculations.

To conclude, in contrast to most literature, research conducted in recent years has taught us that many of
the high-level functions, which were traditionally associated with neocortical regions, can functionally
involve lower subcortical regions10,13,14,26,30. The current �ndings demonstrate that a uniquely human
cultural product, such as solving arithmetic equations, does not solely involve neocortical regions, and
they suggest a primitive mechanism for arithmetic abilities that might be shared by different species. As
we have discussed, the results may have major implications for our understanding of the
neuroevolutionary development of numerical abilities in general. Finally, these results suggest that the
modal view of higher cognition and lower cognition, a view that ties together humans’ unique neocortical
regions with humans’ unique (at least as assumed in the literature) arithmetic capacities, should be
signi�cantly updated. In a larger conceptual framework, these �ndings, and others, call for a signi�cant
shift from the modal view of the exclusive role of the neocortex in high-level cognition and arithmetic
processes to a view that emphasizes the interplay between subcortical and cortical brain mechanisms. 
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Figure 1

Schematic illustration of the experimental apparatus and visual pathways from the eyes to the brain.
Each side of the computer monitor provided visual information to a different eye. From the eye, the visual
information passes �rst through monocularly segregated subcortical regions (grey lines: left eye; black
lines: right eye). This information is then projected to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and
subsequently reaches striate and binocular extrastriate regions.
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Figure 2

The veri�cation task in which participants were asked to solve equations (by subtraction and addition)
composed of an arithmetic problem of three numbers and a solution (e.g., 5 + 2 + 1 = 8). The three
numbers and the equation’s solution were either presented: (A) All in one-eye or (B) Solution to a different-
eye: arithmetic problem to one eye and the solution to the other eye or (C) Computational term split: one
of the numbers to one eye and the other two numbers and the solution to the other eye.
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Figure 3

RT as a function of eye-of-origin in Experiment 1. Error bars=SEM. *= p<.001.
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Figure 4

RT as a function of eye-of-origin when equations were vertically aligned. Error bars=SEM. *= p<.005.
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Figure 5

The veri�cation task in which participants were asked to solve equations (by subtraction and addition).
The four eye-of-origin conditions were: (A) all in one-eye; (B) each equation in a different-eye; (C) left-hand
computational term split; (D) right-hand computational term split.
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Figure 6

RT as a function of eye-of-origin in Experiment 3. Error bars=SME. *= p<.01.
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Figure 7

RT as a function of eye-of-origin in Experiment 4. Error bars=SME. No signi�cant effect of eye-of-origin
was found.


